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Abstract 
Movie has significant function not only as an entertainment but more importantly it also 
functions to document the historical events, to negotiate or even challenge the existing norms 
in the society. This paper discusses how Hollywood movies represent the discourse of 
Muslim terrorist. The movies share similar theme of Muslim terrorism; they are “The Siege” 
(1998) and “Syriana”(2005). The question presented here is how the movies represent the 
discourse of Muslim terrorism. This question critically addresses the issue of different faces 
of “Muslim terrorist” represented in the Hollywood films and the ideas or ideology underlied. 
The films are analysed through the lenses of critical discourse analysis (CDA). Fairclough‟s 
CDA discover the discourse through three levels of analysis, micro, meso and macro analysis. 
It aims to unravel how the Muslim terrorist is constructed by a particular group with a 
definite interest. Each of the movies has different causes, but they share similar use of 
“Muslim terrorism” as the vehicle of reaching the goals. The different context constructs the 
faces of terrorist in different ways. Muslim terrorist in Middle East context is represented in 
film “Syriana” with the background of oil business war. The Muslim terrorist in domestic 
context of the United States is represented in the film “The Siege” with the background of US 
foreign and domestic policy issues.  
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INTRODUCTION 
It is widely understood that popular culture product such as commercial films do not only 
function as merely entertainment. The film provides more than entertainment, it can reflect 
the sociocultural problems and the challenges that a society has to encounter in a particular 
time. According to Miles (1996). the popular product of film can be widely accepted by 
people, because it reflects audience‟ anxiety and longing, and capable of expressing 
―pressing concerns of a moment in history (Miles, 1996, p. x). In addition to this, Martin, J 
and Ostwalt, C (1995, p. vii) highlights that films have the potential to reinforce, to challenge, 
to overturn, or to crystallize religious perspectives, ideological assumptions, and fundamental 
values. The present article is aimed at unravelling the discourse of muslim terrorist as 
represented in the Hollywood films. The aim is related to the notion that by representing the 
muslim terrorist, the films are functioned as political tools to campaign a particular ideas. 
The studies on American Hollywood cinema show that the cinema has long tradition of 
producing emotion, strengthening attachment and encouraging imitation in reflecting its 
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relation to the East culture (Miles,1996: 3).this implies that the cinema is not only producing  
the visual work of entertainment, but it has built a strong cultural connection between western 
culture and eastern culture which refers to the vast areas of Asian and African countries. 
According to Ella Shohat (1990, p. 40-42) the relation of west and east is not a neutral nexus, 
instead, it is related to the colonial imagination of Hollywood and the evolution of West male 
gaze. 
The terrorism is an issue popularly campaign by the US government especially after the 9/11 
with the credo of “War on terrorism” that brought about the sending US Armies to many 
Muslim countries like Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan. Long before that, the historical root of 
terrorism is closely related to the socio-geo-political relation and contestation between 
western and eastern powers, that can be seen since the contestation and war of crusade 
between Christian and Muslim in Jerusalem in the first Century. Then, the Orientalism (1978) 
written by Edward Said highlighted the ways Western constructed the knowledge and power 
over the East. The orientalism brought about colonialism in the form of culture and 
knowledge that lasted long until recently. As there are many studies on the orientalism and 
colonial criticism, there is a few that highlight the specific issue of Muslim terrorist in the 
Hollywood cinema.  The present article aimed at observing the colonial ideology underlying 
in the Hollywood films that presents the issue of Muslim terrorist. To make it specific, the 
questions presented in this study are, how is the discourse of Muslim terrorist represented in 
the two Hollywood films, and what is the ideology underlying the representation.  
 
LITERARY REVIEW 
The Orient in the Eyes of Hollywood 
How Hollywood represent the eastern people and culture, is an important perspective to 
study. In a study on more than 900 Hollywood films, Shaheen (2001) finds out only 50 Arab 
figures, including Arab women, who are not represented as ―erotic, wicked or humiliated 
and can not speak up her voice (Shaheen, 2001: 2), so almost majority of the Arab figures are 
misrepresented as ―bomber, belly-dance and billionaire all of which connotate to bad guys. 
Shaheen„s finding on Arab portrayal in Hollywood cinema is also supported by studies by 
Riegler (2009) and Ramji (2005), that Arab/Muslim are mostly stereotyped as villain, 
terrorist and bad guys in Hollywood cinema, highlighting the concept of Said„s Orientalism 
(1979) that is still applied in this cultural product.  
American Hollywood films have a dominant position in the film industry around the world. 
Crane„s study on the domination of Hollywood in global world, concludes that the 
domination of the US film industry occurs in every country (Crane, 2014). Hollywood films 
and the films produced with Hollywood dominate the list of top 10 in global market and 
national market, although there is a policy of protection or national subsidy in each of 
countries. In can be concluded that there are two aspects that Hollywood cinema build from 
this domination. First, the financial profit as the result of films distribution around the world, 
and second, the cultural influence in disseminating American values (Crane 2014). 
In political dimension, Hollywood cinema also has important role as a means of campaigning 
US agenda. Sally-Ann Totman (2009) in the book ―How Hollywood Project Foreign 
Policy― analyses the relevance of US foreign policy and construction of the other ethnic or 
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states in Hollywood films. Totman„s analysis explores that film audience can understand the 
US„ friends and enemy through what the authorities of Foreign Affairs office say and through 
what is said in Hollywood films. Film has been the device to project US foreign policy. When 
a particular nation is an enemy, it will be represented US a bad guy with all opposites 
American characteristics. On the contrary, allied countries will be represented US good guy, 
and friend (Totman, 2009: 1-2). This political roles makes Hollywood becomes part of 
American social political power in the global context.  
 
METHOD 
This research is a qualitative research, with cultural media approach. It applies Fairclough‟s 
Critical Discourse Analysis to explore the discourse of Muslim terrorist represented in 
Hollywood films, The Siege and Syrianna.  
The data of this research are Hollywood films: The Siege (1998) and Syriana (2005). Film 
The Siege, was directed by Edward Zwick, tells about the Muslim terrorist operates in cells 
system, threatening to destroy and bomb many strategic places in New York. The threat is 
launched as the revenge of the capture of their religious leader by US Army. So, the terrorism 
in this context is related to the US foreign policy in Muslim country. The modus operandi of  
the terrorist in this film is believed by many as the pre-text of what happen in the 9/11 in 
2001. 
The film Syriana (2005), narrates complexity politics and oil business of the multinational 
US corporation in Middle East, with the intervention of CIA, and involvement of the oil 
sheikh in Middle East. In the oil war business, the traditional Muslim group is represented as 
marginal and they are used as the weapon in the war in oil business.  
Data Collection 
Data collected in this research are in the form of text film, specifically in the form of phrase, 
sentence, and picture from the three films studied. Collecting the data is done through seeing 
and listening as well as making notes in detail on the films studied (The Siege and Syriana). 
The notes on the detail of naming choice, words, phrase, sentence, and picture in films. 
Verbal and non verbal data are taken of which is related to the theme of Muslim terrorist 
representation. 
Data Analysis 
The research applies Critical Discourse Analysis, which is a method that relates the language 
practice and social practice, bridged by discursive practice. Method of CDA, according to 
Wening Udasmoro (2014), admit the relationship between language produced with social 
practice done. The bridge between two is the practice of discourse. Social practice is done in 
many ways and it is dynamic because it is related to the previous social practices. Language 
has important roles in the social practice. Social and language practice occurs because of the 
consumption toward previous texts. Historical factor becomes important aspect that makes 
the dynamic of language and social practice. 
The film text is analysed through three levels of analysis. The analysis is based on the three 
components: text, discourse practice, and social practice. The text analysis in Fairclough 
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including the micro level analysis such as diction, words, vocabulary and syntax, and macro 
level is the social context of the text. Discourse analysis is related to the way a text is 
constructed, interpreted and distributed. 
In the meso level, interaction of inter-discourse (discourse practice) covers the intertextuality, 
ideas or concept referred to by the actors. In this context, the discourse is related to each other 
discourse. Intertextuality and interdiscursivity is the reflection of consumption and 
reproduction of text. At third level, macro level, is the interpretation of social practice. This 
practice is analysed to interpret the practices by particular persons in practicing their power. 
RESULT 
Representation of Muslim terrorist in Hollywood Films 
“The Siege” (1998) narrates a group of Muslim terrorist in the United States of America, 
operated  in New York, who plotted to bomb at several places with the casualties of people in 
a big crowd. The bombing plot is planned as the revenge of the US CIA action of capturing 
their religious leader without an open judicial process. The plot of bombing is also meant to 
voice out their interest. They want to speak out laud their demand that the US authorities 
release their captured leader. 
 The specific term for the terrorism presented in this film is that terrorist operates in “cell 
system”. The cell system means that they are not in a big group or an organization, instead it 
works in cells, in which each of the cell is one person. Sometimes, the one cell does not know 
each other, so that if one cell was caught by the police, the other cell will not be dragged. 
This cell system makes the authorities confused and difficult to track them down. Each of the 
cell can operates independently.  
In the film The Siege the terrorists, a group of Arab looking man are represented as devoted 
Muslim with violent and demonic characteristics. The Arab men work in a network but 
applying cell system that allows them to work independently. They are  Khalil, Samir, Ali 
Waziri and others. They are all Arabic men.  Samir is Palestinian, and his older brother was 
dead of being suicide bomber at Tel. Aviv. The men are also represented as silly, 
temperamental, and uncivilized. 
The film represents the suicide bomber as Muslim in many ways, the first is the cause of their 
mission. Their mission is to release their religious leader who was captured by US Army. The 
terrorist launches many threats to get their mission. Their Muslim leader is represented as an 
old men who always do prayer handling rosario in his hand, and he is mumbling, like reciting 
Quran. Whenever the general interrogated him, he is just mumbling. He could not speak 
English. The Muslim leader is always respected by the followers so that the young people has 
the sacred cause of saving the leader.   
Second ways of representing the terrorist as Muslim  is the Islamic ritual before they are 
doing their mission. As Muslim they are presented of doing their mission as a suicide bomber 
with the “ritual” that looks Islamic. Before the man go to explode himself, he took water for 
ablution and prepare the shroud. Taking ablution and wearing the shroud means that they are 
clean and purified physically. Like when Muslim is going to do Shalat (prayer), they have to 
do ablution, and wearing clean clothes. Wearing shroud is the ritual for funeral for Muslim.  
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So it is obvious that the shroud is the symbol of their readiness to die in pure sacred mission. 
They are willing to die for the religious reason, in the ways that are religious too.  
In “Syriana” (2005) ―Muslim terrorist come up as the victim as well as the resistance force 
as the consequence of the complexity relation of American political economy interest in the 
Middle East. The “Syriana” narrates the competition of oil business between American oil 
company that operates in Middle East and the Chinese oil company. Beside that, there is 
contestation between the oil sheikhs, those who have the authorities on handling the business.  
The terrorists are represented by a group of marginal young Muslim who are the workers in 
the oil company. The young men are migrant workers who come from Bangladesh, or other 
poor countries. The young men have no high education, instead, they got the informal 
education in the mosque. The religious teaching in the mosque is determined by the ustadz, 
religious teacher, who are easily influenced by other interested parties.  
In the informal education at the mosques, the radical and resistance ideas are developed. Most 
of them in the mosques are the low class people, and they have no enough access 
economically, educationally, and politically. Seeing the development all over the world, they 
could do nothing because of their marginalized position. In this situation, the contested 
parties in the oil business deceive them and use them as the “suicide bomber” to kill their 
opponent.  
This film represents in detail how the young boys are influenced and dictated to do their best 
in their life, that is to become suicide bomber. The bombing is constructed as a sacred Islamic 
mission, to save their life at the world after, and to safe their mother, and their family. They 
are taught that the world after is the best goal, much better than the life in the world. The 
mission is also prepared in a detail manner. They make the use of video to make speech to 
say goodbye, to do the mission in pride. The video is commonly seen together with their 
friends to give as example of the „jihad‟ (doing the mission in the right path according to 
Allah) .  
The detail of young people lives in poverty and „traditional‟ teaching and interpretation of 
Islamic teaching complete the representation of Muslim as terrorist. Beside the cause to get 
better life in the world after, the suicide bomber also do that as the sacred cause of resistance 
to the modern world that marginalizes them, although they do not have clear ideas of who to 
resist. The modern world does not make them happier and wealthier at all. Their daily life 
seems exploited to work hard without enough facilities for life. Their condition of daily life is 
portrayed in detailed and in highly contrasted to the oil businessmen and the sheikhs who live 
in a very luxurious way, like dinner in a private yacht, living in a big mansion with 
abundance facilities.    
DISCUSSION 
The representation of Muslim terrorist in those two films have the similar notion, that is the 
Muslim terrorist are represented as the victims, marginalized parties in the geopolitical 
contestation of any powers.  
In “The Siege” the Muslim terrorist are represented as the defeated group. They could not 
succeed to accomplish their mission. They are killed. In Syriana, the terrorists are 
marginalized young Muslim who are poor and exploited. At last they lost their jobs and want 
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to get the better life by exploding themselves. They are indoctrinated with the teaching that 
the best reward they can get is the reward of afterlife.  
In The Siege, we can find out the ideology of the US foreign policy that is unilateral, as world 
super power, but  the action it has taken causes other bigger problem. What we can find out in 
the Siege is that there is always many interested parties in the operation of US foreign 
policies. In other words, there are many faces of the US policies in domestic and foreign 
affairs.   
Ideologically, Syriana criticizes the practice of neoliberalism campaigned by corporation and 
the state (the United States of America). This conspiration of multinational corporation with 
CIA, leads to the reducing of international trust toward CIA and low international trust to 
USA. In this film, the death of the main character of CIA staff (Bob Baer) through the CIA„s 
drone symbolizes the death of CIA conscience as institution representing the America in 
foreign operation. The bombing of the tanker with the name ―Condolezza Rice‖ shows that 
symbolically USA has been the target of international resistance. This film criticizes the 
business practice of multinational corporation and its conspiration with CIA, but the construct 
―Muslim terrorist is strengthened with the Muslim radicalism developed in madrasah which 
is constructed as a site for reproducing the radical Islam. 
 
Muslim group who are pro-West becomes the supporter of the western power to strengthen 
the hegemonic power, while marginalizing the resistant Muslim group. The three films 
construct the heroism for the American West Christian male, who represent the power who 
build and maintain the social order supported by Muslim group conforming the West. The 
resistant Muslim Arab, on the other hand, is constructed as the other. In The Siege the 
construct of hero is built to the figure of Anthony Hubbard, a black man the head of FBI 
―Task Force anti terror‖. With his position as the security officer responsible for the city, 
Hubbard is constructed as a hero who is very lawful, and in service to protect the people. In 
Syriana, the main character, Bob Baer is a white man of CIA member who is expert in the 
area of Middle East, able to speak in Arabic, Persian, beside English. Bob Baer„s death in the 
CIA operation with the drone, symbolizes the question of CIA legitimation in advocating the 
Western or American values such as democracy and freedom. 
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